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LPC Leveraged Market Recap: 1Q19 Leveraged pro rata & institutional loan 
issuance both shrank to three-year lows

Although this year started with a rebound in secondary loan prices following December’s steep decline, prices began 
small but steady declines in March. “Markets can ebb and flow a little but in the absence of any material negatives to 
credit like an uptick in default rates, I was surprised at the severity of the (December) selloff.  Maybe I should not have 
been because the market was overheated before the selloff and terms were so tight,” an underwriter said. “I welcomed 
the breather but I had not expected the severity of (the) swing. The next surprise was how quickly it bounced back 
(in January). It probably settled at the right place but it did so a lot faster than I would have thought, recovering more 
than half of what was lost,” said the underwriter. Leveraged refinancings declined to US$73bn in 1Q19 from US$148bn 
in 4Q18, US$229bn and US$304bn in 1Q18 and 1Q17. A second underwriter said, “The refi market was such a big 
component of what was getting done in the past couple years and that’s largely on the sidelines. Odds are you are not 
going to beat the rate you have so you will wait, unless you think rates will go higher which they are not. If you have a 
couple years left on your debt, you would get ahead of it and now you are not going to do that.”Adding to the lackluster 
supply backdrop, demand has also suffered from weak technical factors with persistent loan fund outflows and 
challenges for new-issue CLOs as investors digest that there will not be another Fed rate hike in the near term. “Our 
biggest question mark heading into the second quarter is flows, flows, flows! The impact of retail on our market. That 
money is not coming back anytime soon,” one CLO manager said. “The Fed announcement juiced the outflows and we 
heard a lot more about volatility from investors,” said another underwriter.
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LPC Middle Market 1Q19 Recap: Both the syndicated and direct lending markets 
experienced dismal volumes in 1Q19

The middle market lending arena is flush with cash and lenders are anxious to put money to work, however the deal 
making environment has not been bountiful with supply so far in 2019. Combined middle market syndicated and direct 
lending issuance of US$28bn in 1Q19 was down 39% from 4Q18 levels and down 37% from 1Q18 levels (Fig. 3). 
“Between the uncertainty in the market at the beginning of the year, the buyer seller disconnect on price, more temperate 
expectations of growth moving forward, Brexit, trade with China, it was really tough for buyers to pull the trigger this past 
quarter on M&A,” said a direct lender. Opportunistic deals such as refinancings, repricings and dividend recaps retreated 
back to 2016 levels when the oil and gas decline wreaked havoc on the market. And even new money lending such as 
M&A and LBO financings were down materially. LPC tracked $2.9bn in syndicated MM LBO issuance and $5.65bn in 
direct MM LBO issuance in 1Q19, both down 45-50% from 4Q18 levels. Given the low flow, most lenders focused on 
their own issuer names in 1Q19. “We have a sizeable enough portfolio that we would rather just lean in hard on our own 
portfolio names for add-on acquisitions,” added a second direct lender. In fact, add-on acquisition volume outpaced LBO 
volume for the first time since 1Q16, which implies during periods of market volatility sponsors and lenders focus more 
on portfolio activity and less on new LBO activity. Looking to 2Q19, lenders are hopeful for a modest pick-up in activity. 
“The market seems much more stable now, there is more transparency with regards to interest rates, and I am seeing 
more books out there, so I think things are going to pick-up,” said a finance company lender. On the fundraising front, 
conditions are more challenging compared to a year ago. In 1Q19, LPC tracked roughly US$4.6bn in inflows, well behind 
the US$25bn raised in the first quarter of 2018 (Fig. 4). “Investors are very focused on where we are in the cycle, if you 
are not a brand name manager with a team that has a long track record together and a solid workout capability, you are 
going to have a really hard time raising money in this market,” said a third direct lender. Lenders continue to approach 
the market with some mild caution, recognizing we are late in the cycle and deals are aggressive. Many lenders have 
said it pays to be patient and highly selective. “The direct lending market is at an advantage in that it doesn’t have to 
worry about outflows or CLO fundings to dictate their terms, lenders can be patient and selective in what deals they do 
unless they are out raising money aggressively,” said a direct lender.
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The Legal Corner

Since the last financial crisis in 2008, there has been a huge increase in “covenant-lite” loans – which lack traditional covenants 
that require borrowers to satisfy certain financial requirements (such as maximum leverage tests). Financial maintenance 
covenants have historically granted a lender early warning when a borrower begins to encounter financial difficulties. A default 
under the financial maintenance covenant will give the lender an opportunity to reprice the loan, restructure it, or require the 
borrower to make certain operational changes. In this current bull market, however, covenant-lite transactions are not viewed as 
an unreasonable risk – in fact, the Leveraged Data & Commentary unit of S&P Global Market Intelligence reported that in 2018, 
approximately 85% of all leveraged loans were covenant-lite. Reports from the first three months of 2019 show the amount of 
covenant-lite loans remaining steady, if not slightly below, the amount of covenant-lite loans in 2018. Covenant-lite loans are also 
continuing to bleed down into the middle market.

Regulators frequently point to covenant-lite loans as an example of risk incurred by lenders in the current credit cycle. However, 
covenant-lite provisions are just one of many contributing factors should there be decreased recovery in a subsequent economic 
downturn. Other issues to consider include incremental debt baskets which enable borrowers to move assets outside the collateral 
package, or to incur additional debt outside the facility documentation. It is also worth considering whether the availability of 
covenant-lite loans has in part made leveraged loans more appealing to borrowers than bond debt in recent years – and leverage 
loans in general offer more covenants and protections to the debt holders than bond debt – thereby increasing the likelihood of 
recovery.
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Thomson Reuters LPC is the premier global provider of information on the syndicated loan and high yield bond markets. Our first-to-
the-market news, comprehensive real-time and historic data helps industry players stay informed about market trends and facilitate 
trading and investment decisions.

From offices in New York, London, Hong Kong, Sydney and Tokyo we are the one source for comprehensive coverage of the 
syndicated loan markets worldwide.

Our publications, online news, analysis, valuation services and interactive databases are used every day by banks, asset managers, law 
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